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Adrian Masters

Answer both questions. Time allowed: 2 hours. Answer each question in a separate blue
book and write the question number on the front of the book.

1. Optimal growth with an investment function

Time: Discrete; infinite horizon

Demography: A single representative (price taking) consumer/producer household
and a single representative (price taking) firm.

Preferences: the instantaneous household utility function over, individual consump-
tion, c, is u(c). The function u(.) is twice differentiable, strictly increasing and strictly
concave and bounded above with marginal utility going to infinity as c goes to zero.
The discount factor is β ∈ (0, 1).

Technologies: Productive: There is a constant returns to scale aggregate technology
over capital and labor such that output per unit of labor employed is f(k), where k
is capital input per unit of labor; f(.) is twice differentiable, strictly increasing and
concave with f(0) = 0, limk→0 f

′(k) = ∞ and limk→∞ f
′(k) = 0. Capital depreciates

at the rate δ < 1.

Investment : Goods used for investment, it, do not convert one-for-one with capital.
Instead there is an investment function g(it) = kt+1 − (1 − δ)kt. Where g(.) is twice
differentiable, strictly increasing, bounded above and strictly concave with g′(0) = 1.
For notational simplicity use γ(.) as the inverse function of g(.) (i.e. it = γ(kt+1 −
(1− δ)kt)). Also for notational brevity you might want to use ı̂t = kt+1 − (1− δ)kt so
it = γ(̂ıt).

Endowments: The household’s initial capital stock is k0, it also has 1 unit of labor
each period. The firm has access to the technology, f(.). The household has access to
the investment technology, g(.).

(a) Write down and solve the Planner’s problem for this economy.

(b) Briefly explain the Planner’s Euler equation that you obtained

(c) Write down and solve the household’s problem.

(d) Write down and solve the firm’s problem.

(e) Write out the market clearing conditions for capital and consumption goods and,
define a competitive equilibrium.

(f) Solve for the characterization of equilibrium in terms of ct and kt. Is it the same
as the Planner’s solution? Briefly explain your answer.
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2. One-sided search with 2 job separation rates.

Time: Discrete, infinite horizon.

Demography: A unit mass continuum of workers.

Preferences: All are risk-neutral (i.e. u(x) = x) and discount the future at the rate
r.

Endowments:

When unemployed, each worker receives utility b per period from leisure.

Also each period they are unemployed, with probability α, workers receive a job offer
w ∼ F on [0, w̄]. The distribution function, F (.) has continuous density, f(.).

In addition to the heterogeneity coming from wages, jobs also differ in their separation
probabilities. A proportion η of offers are for jobs that will make the worker
unemployed again with probability λH and a proportion 1 − η of offers are for
jobs that will make the worker unemployed again with probability λL where λH >
λL. The job separation rate is statistically independent of the wage realization.
Workers are made aware of the separation rate of the job when they receive the
offer.

So, when employed each period workers in a type J ∈ {H,L} job receive their wage,
w, but with probability λJ lose their jobs to become unemployed.

(a) Use Vu to represent the value to unemployment. Use VJ(w) to represent the value
to employment at wage w in a type J = H,L job. Write down the flow asset
value equations and briefly explain each one.

(b) Define w∗J , as the reservation wage associated with accepting jobs of type J = H,L
and show that w∗H = w∗L(≡ w∗). Explain this result.

(c) Solve for the reservation wage equation that contains only w∗ and model parame-
ters.

(d) Obtain
dw∗

dη
. Explain how to reconcile this result with that in part b.
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